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Dear members, please send your articles
about your own gardening experience to
the garden club editorial team.

ongratulations to everyone on the
successful annual flower and vegetable
show 2019, to club winners, students, schools
and all who attended the club workshops during
the show. Thank you to all the visitors to club
pavilion/ it was a great enjoyment.
In the last three weeks the members enjoyed a
stroll through open garden visits from which
I hope all got the chance to be inspired by the
different design ideas, choice of plantations and effective use of
green space. We all appreciate our hosts’ generosity, hospitality and
for sharing their gardens.
During the annual flower and vegetable show this year, the club
signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with Riffa Views,
the signature estates, to insure a step forward in connecting the
community of the Estates with our keen gardeners and to unite in
protecting our planet earth.
I invite all to create gardens for better health and well being, be
connected to your community and surroundings in helping to learn
more about successful plants for our climate, grow your own food
and encourage steps toward reducing and eventually stopping the
use of plastic in our daily lives for a healthy sustainable earth for
generations to come.
I wish all of you a happy healthy upcoming holy month of Ramadan.
Eng. Zahra A. Malik
BGC Chairwoman

Gardening
Bring back the pollinators to your garden - by Eng. Irina Averinos

W

ith a sharp decline in agricultural
pollinators all over the world,
gardeners and farmers started understand
the importance of growing plants that
support important insects and help restore
the pollinator population. Pollinators: bees,
butterflies, moths, flies, beetles, wasps.
This will help to increase world food
production, because insects pollinate 75%
of the crops used directly for human food
worldwide.
You also can help to resolve this world’s
problem by growing pollinator-friendly
plants and perennials in your garden:
1. Plant different flowering plants with pollen and nectar, that
pollinators feed on. It will attract and support various pollinators.
Growing the right flowers, shrubs and trees with overlapping bloom
times.
2. Plant a few host plants, which will ensure that the next generation
of butterflies can mature. Just be willing to accept hungry caterpillars
eating those plants.
3. Provide nesting sites in your garden (leave patches of bare ground, a
leaf litter, hollow stems). Little bit less tidy garden can benefit
insects. Install nesting blocks.
4. Try to make your entire yard pesticide-free and insecticide-free.
5. Learn about pollinators.
You can also introduce an insect hotel in your garden, it does not only look
attractive but also provide shelter for insects in winter and aids them in
the procreation process. Insect hotels can come in different shapes, sized
and serve different purposes depending on the materials used. They can be
shelters for ladybugs, provide space for larve to mature into butterflies, or a
location for sole bees to lay their eggs. Small pieces of wood or mulch are good for ladybugs. Small wood logs with
small drill holes are suitable for sole bees and wasps, small empty boxes for butterflies and conifer cones for beetles.

Bahrain Garden Club
P.O. Box 26256
Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
Tel: 17727625 Mob: 39774194
bahrain.garden.club@gmail.com

Pollinator friendly plants: aster, tuberosa, fennel, lantana, bee balm, borage, sunflower, oregano, sweet alyssum,
salvia, lavender, cosmos, Lions’s tale, dahlia, strawberries, marigold, snapdragon, roses, jojoba.

Images for newsletter were contributed by
garden club members.

HH Shaikh Isa bin Salman bin Hamad Al Khalifa with Bahrain
garden club board members at the opening of Bahrain International
Garden Show on 20 February 2019.
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Expert advice
Garden design: design with textures - By Eliza Salman,
B.Sc Architecture, M.Eng Landscape Architecture

W

e often design gardens keeping plant form, size and colour in mind, but we
sometimes overlook the texture. Texture gives gardens distinct character,
and choosing one texture throughout the garden will result in a monotonous and
inharmonious effect. To achieve best visual balance, choose plants with different
textures.
What does texture mean in this context? Keep in mind the shape, size of leaves as well
as the patterns and colours they carry. Broadly speaking, you can divide the texture
into three categories: Coarse (Bold), Medium, and Fine foliage. Various texture
combinations can play a big role in the garden character. Here are different foliage
texture types:
Bold or Broad leaves: These are plants with bigger and broader leaves, or leaves that
have bright colours or unusual textures. These plants tend to draw attention towards
them and are best used individually (photo 1).
Fine leaves: These are plants with small sized or threadlike leaves. These kind of leaves add a movement dimension
to the garden, as they are best viewed from close proximity and look fuzzy from far. They accent coarse leaved plants
well and provide visual continuation between broad-leafed plants and plants that act as focal points. They also need
contrast in order to stand out (photo 2).
Fluffy texture: These are plants with leaves that have tiny hairs and are generally greyish in colour, such as Sage,
Lavender and Lamb’s ear. These plants look appealing in a garden, and they make other colours more vivid
(photo 3).

To create your unique garden, take the following steps:
1)
Choose the plants: define the garden character you would like to create; if you would like a
casual and more relaxed design, you will need more fine-leafed plants. On the other hand, if
you would like a more dramatic garden, you will need more bold and broad-leafed plants to
your design. Accordingly, choose a number of plants with different foliage textures keeping
in mind plant size, colour harmony or contrast as well as water requirements.
2)
Boldest plants first: In your garden, position the largest, boldest plants first. As they are the
specimen plants, choose strategic placement for them apart to keep them from competing with
one another. These can include bold or broad-leafed plants, coarse blade, larger succulents,
and some fluffy textured plants.
3) Finest plants next: using the pairing contrasts principle, position one to three of the plants with
the finest foliage (depending on your chosen garden character and the size of the plant) next
to the bold plants resulting in an exciting and energetic combination. These can include fineleafed plants as well as ornamental grasses. Keep in mind the colour scheme of the garden;
choosing harmonious colours or contrasting colours when placing plants next to each other.
4)
Place the medium-leafed plants in the rest of the space to accentuate the plants and to create
visual continuity between the plants. Keep in mind the hierarchy of plants; smaller
plants in the foreground, bigger plants in the background and medium sized plants in the
middle.

Garden Show Activities

Soft blades (ornamental grasses): These are grass-like plants with long, narrow and flexible blades. These plants
add an interesting texture to the garden; they can be grouped together for impact, or used individually to accent
broad-leafed plants to be more noticeable (photo 4)
Coarse blades: These are plants with broader long blades that are relatively stiff and draw the eye upwards. They
also go well with both fine and broad-leafed plants, and provide a calming effect on fuzzy plants (photo 5)
Succulents: (Cacti, Sedums and Kalanchoes) these plants have leaves or other parts that store water and are very
smooth and seem waxed. Many species have attractive forms and they offset plants with broad or bold leaves
(photo 6).
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Weekly activities

Award Ceremony
Congratulations to winners
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Experience

Environment

My secret cactus garden in Jidhafs - By

Dr. Sarah Clarke
Vice Chairman & Director DSC Solutions Co.WLL

M

y love of gardening started at around the age of 6 when I realized that, being
allergic to house mites, I didn’t sneeze when I was outside. It was a miracle
to my young mind! Every day after school and at weekends, rain or shine, you’d
find me scrabbling in the mud (it rained a lot in West Yorkshire, UK!), pretending
I was the main character, Mary Lennox, in my Secret Garden by Frances Hodgson
Burnett, breathing new life in to struggling plants… or so I thought! I loved to
weed, though for the longest time I had no clue what was a weed. Best of all my
parents gave me a small plot to grow things. Hidden at the back of our garden
beside a rickety hut, it became a place of sanctuary where anything was possible
and imaginary friends played with me for hours and hours.

I would weed my mum’s section of the garden to earn a little pocket money to pay
for seeds. Everything else - from bird frighteners to frames, cloches and pots were
made from scraps I found lying around or
up-cycled - though that wasn’t a term we used then – from junk. I was
allowed to take compost from our massive heap and experimented with
natural bug repellents years before I knew anything about organic gardening.
My friend down the road had a greenhouse with all mod-cons. She grew
amazing tomato, cucumber and lettuce while I struggled with peas, beans,
beetroot, potato, carrots and radish - we were long on radish most years!
Fast forward to Bahrain several decades on and those years of exploring
and experimentation have helped me to create something in the desert that
I would never have thought possible. I haven’t ever read a gardening book,
taken a gardening course, consulted an expert about anything though latterly
I do occasionally use social media to find specialist information. I prefer
to observe from afar what people do as well as study local flora and fauna
to learn what might work and experiment in a chaotic way. I spot drought
and salt resistant plants, nosy over the walls of other gardens to see what’s
going on, watch the birds and observe the changing climate and light. Yes,
this leads to the odd disaster along the way and some comments about my
garden’s “unstructured” style – a euphemism for messy and thrown together
perhaps? - but by and large I am amazed at what I have achieved starting
from a patch of sand. Don’t ever ask me the names of what’s growing; I
just love their shapes, textures and colours.
Around 90% of my desert oasis has been up-cycled, recycled, re-homed
and/or repurposed. Many things I’ve spotted on early morning walks with
my dogs; things dropped on waste land and rubbish heaps, left by “whoknows-who” and dragged home by me as the dawn breaks. A few sadlooking, unwanted and broken plants have been bequeathed to me. I paid
for the path (for access), fence (for dog safety) and one truck load of gravel
(to finish the concept) but the rest has mostly come free, except for spring
annuals.
Look closely and see what you can spot - broken pots, rusted lamps, marble
slabs, tree trunks, candle holders, chunks of metal, pallets, the frame of a
discarded chair... I love the craziness of it all and hope you do too. I may
have broken all gardening design rules but the birds, bees and bugs seem
to adore it!

Plastic……it is everywhere! - By

Kai Khalid Miethig,
Wastrepreneur/Founder of W-AI-STE

W

e cannot escape anymore; the world is full of plastic, the ocean is full of
plastic, the nature is full of plastic…the food is wrapped by plastic; anything
is wrapped by plastic…..living without plastic is impossible…..
Plastic is everywhere!!!
Plastic is very amazing, because it is durable,
it has many useful functions in our daily life,
but If we look all around us, we will discover
that …..
Plastic is everywhere!!!
Almost everything we use daily is made from
plastic.
We use plastic multiple times as food container,
as reusable bottle, as pipes, as whatever useful item, but what will happen once
these items cannot be used anymore, once it is broken, once it cannot be fixed
anymore? We know single-use plastic as cutlery, plates, cups, bags and many
more, but what will happen once these items are used?
WE THROW THEM AWAY, BUT THERE IS NO AWAY!!!
Plastic will remain almost forever on the planet…..90% of all plastic produced
ever is still on the planet…in the last decade humans produced as much plastic
as in the century before and it will become more and more … every year 300
mio. tons of plastic are produced, 150 mio. tons of plastic are single-use plastic
and around 80 mio. tons of plastic ends up in our oceans every year.
By 2050 the plastic production will increase up to 1,125 mio. tons per year and
pollution of the ocean will rise to the extent that we will have by 2050 more
plastic in the ocean than fish, if we don’t change our behavior.
So we have to change. 10 actions everyone can do immediately:
1. Bring your own reusable bags for shopping - keep some always in your car
2. Say NO to plastic straws - stop using plastic straws at all or use your own
stainless steel straw
3. Use reusable bottles and mugs - avoid paper cups and bring your own mug to the coffee shop
4. Stop using (single-use) plastic cutlery - eat always with your own cutlery made from stainless steel
5. Avoid products that contain micro-plastic beads - it is in tooth paste, body scrubs, face wash
6. Start waste segregation at home - segregate plastic/paper/aluminum and bring the items to the various
collection points for recycling
7. Participate in environmental awareness activities - e.g. beach cleanups with CleanUp Bahrain
8. Buy naked/loose and unpacked fruit/vegetables - use cotton bags/nets for shopping
9. Speak Up if you see someone is not caring - inspire family/relatives/friend to become more environmental
aware
10.Start home composting in your garden or balcony - reduce food waste and create your own fertile soil
Donation of plastic bottles/items
Bahrain Association for Parents and Friends of the
Disabled +973 17 811223
Building 637, Road 3625, Block 336, Adliya
Location: https://goo.gl/maps/kCntHPf1PrT2

Reusable fruit/vegetable shopping bags
Ely Knapp +973 66 37888/+97336 134331
www.instagram.com/emasduki
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Earth worms for home composting
Ali Alumuwal +97337759444
Budaiya , www.instagram.com/alialmuwal
Location: https://goo.gl/maps/P3qF3iVnov22
Cleanups and environmental activities
CleanUp Bahrain +973 36501153
E-Mail: cleanupbahrain@gmail.com
www.instagram.com/cleanupbahrain
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Gardening
Ficus carica - By

Tahera Jaberi

A

n Asian species of flowering plant in the mulberry family, known as the common
fig (or just the fig). It is the source of the fruit also called the fig. Native to the
Middle East and western Asia, it is now widely grown throughout the world, both for
its fruit and as an ornamental plant.
Easy-to-grow figs are among the oldest fruits known to humankind.
Ficus carica is a deciduous tree or large shrub, growing to a height of 7–10 meters
(23–33 ft.), with smooth white bark. Its
fragrant leaves are 12–25 centimeters long
and 10–18 centimeters across, and deeply
lobed with three or five. Common fig tree
has been cultivated since ancient times and
grows wild in dry and sunny areas, with deep
and fresh soil; also in rocky areas. It prefers
relatively light free-draining soils, and can. The plant can tolerate seasonal
drought, and the Middle Eastern and Mediterranean climate is especially
suitable for the plant. Situated in a favorable habitat, old specimens when
mature can reach a considerable size and form a large dense shade tree
In religion and mythology
Surah 95 of the Qur’an is named al-Tīn (Arabic for “The Fig”), as it
opens with the oath “By the fig and the olive.” The fruit is also mentioned
elsewhere in the Qur’an. In the Biblical Book of Genesis, Adam and Eve
clad themselves with fig leaves after eating the “forbidden fruit” from the
tree of the knowledge of good and evil. Also in the Bible is the account of
Jesus finding a fig tree when he was hungry; the tree had leaves on it, but no
fruit. Jesus then curses the fig tree, which withers.
Health benefits of the fig
Known since Greek and Roman times, the fig was the most important fruit in the diet of ancient civilizations around
the Mediterranean area, on par with dates, olives and grapes. Black, green or violet, figs offer a surprising diversity
of vitamins and minerals and could contribute to preventing many diseases. With high levels of carbohydrates, fiber
and protein, fig is very nourishing, easy to digest and laxative. Emollient and soothing, fig soothes cough and hoarse
voice (especially in case of colds or bronchitis) as well as pertussis and pneumonia. Gargling fig has shown itself to
be very effective against inflammations and abscessed teeth. Any plant that gives us food, beauty, and shelter surely
deserves our re spect and admiration, so the fig is the tree of life.

Workshop
Ikebana workshop at the residence of Ambassador of
Japan to Bahrain

Thank you very much to all garden show judges for giving so
generously of your time!
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This historical book “50 Fruitful Years”
was published on the occasion of the Golden
Anniversary of the Bahrain Garden Club in
2015. It takes an in-depth look at the history
of gardening experience in Bahrain from early
days to the resent time.
Our Book is on sale at all THE BAHRAIN
GARDEN CLUB. Tel. 17727625
Gift your friends or family with this memorial
gardening history in Bahrain.

Sponsored by

Handcrafted Bio jewelry
made in Brazil
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To advertise your business here please contact Bahrain Garden Club: 17727625

